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Because so many of you have been touched by her without knowing her, and because so many of you have asked, I will begin with where I
closed a week ago, when the needlework world lost an extraordinary friend who touched our lives in so many ways.
Kris Stott, co-owner of Norden Crafts ( www.nordencrafts.com/), wife of Dave, mother of Katie and Matt, grandmother to Hannah,
Logan, and Jackson, and a warm and loving friend to all who had the pleasure of knowing her, passed away from a brain aneurysm, and our
world will never quite be the same. The hundreds of people from within the industry and from her wide circle of family and friends who
came to pay their last respects and to try to put some closure on such a shocking turn of events were a testament to the kind of person
Kris was.
She (along with Dave and their entire organization) had a unique ability to make you as her customer feel that you were a VIP to their
business and that no request was out of order. She recognized unique products and talented designers in the needlework industry that
would make a difference in our shared passion and brought them on board at Norden. A huge number of designs, techniques, and
products have come to the forefront because of Kris's vision. The Norden company has a wonderful team of employees, some who have
been with them for several decades, and their business will continue to thrive because of their dedication to customer service, but the
hole that has been left in the needlework world will be impossible to fill.
Kris was never comfortable with praise and adulation, and she's no doubt squirming at all of this. She never liked her picture being
taken, but the funeral home was filled with wonderful photos from every decade of her life, a few with her back turned to the camera.
She had a wonderful sense of humor, sometimes irreverent, but you always knew where you stood with her. Some of us were fortunate
enough to attend a luncheon at the Nashville Market several weeks ago where she, Dave, and Matt were the featured luncheon speakers.
Their topic, "A Day in the Life of Norden," was covered by a Power Point presentation of photos of their Schaumburg, Illinois warehouse
and their employees many of us knew over the phone but had never met. One thing that came through loud and clear from their
presentation was how much fun they all had at work and the engulfing family relationship that was palpable in that huge warehouse in the
Chicago suburbs, and several of us commented that if we were ever relocated for whatever reason to Illinois, we'd want to work at
Norden.
The luncheon program was very interesting to those of us who do business with them weekly, and retrospectively, it had a most poignant
moment when Matt extemporaneously praised his mother and how hard she worked and then, from Dave, usually a very quiet man, publicly
expressing his love for his wife of 34 years. As you can imagine, she was very uncomfortable with all of this, but for those of us who
know them all, it was an insight that touched our hearts. I am so happy to have been there.

March's Sampler of the Month -"MR 1811 A Mew Jersey Sampler"

This beautiful reproduction is from Hawkins House , a new sampler reproductionist that was exhibiting at the Nashville Market, and we
were thrilled to find them there. This sampler is from a private collection, and the cover model was stitched on 32c cream Belfast in
DMC cottons, matched to the original sampler, "which was worked with silks on fine linen." Debra is making much better progress than I
am ~ in fact, I haven't done anything on it in the past week (I've been bitten by Blackbird's stockings), so you're only seeing Debra's
this week. I'll try to do better. Debra's model is being stitched on Lakeside Linen's 40c V. Maritime White with NPI silks; mine is on
Lakeside 's 40c V. Maple Sugar (I mistakenly said V. Fawn last week, which is also a wonderful choice, just a bit darker in tone, perfect
for the rich overdyed silk colors of Belle Soie + 2 skeins of Gloriana.

Above is a close-up of some of the motifs on the lower left: the stag, the snail with its cute little feet, and the scales of justice ~ and a
close-up of three of the diaper patterns on the top left. It's a beautiful sampler. During March you may save 15% on the purchase of
the following: chart ($14) + linen of your choice (40c with 2" margins is $13) OR the silks (NPI, $72; overdyed silks, $86.10). Of
course, all of these prices are before the discount is applied.

March at The Attic

Now Showing:
"Shoebox Show" from Erica Michaels' Petites Collection
Mini Trunk Show from The Marking Sampler ~ I'll photograph it next week. See below for some of what's included in the
show.
Sampler Sunday, 1 - 4 pm
Fee $10
Being the third Sunday of the month already, it is time once again for our almost monthly gathering in the classroom with our samplers in
progress and show-and-tell projects. This month we will be discussing diaper patterns, which are a part of our Sampler of the Month
pictured above. As always, refreshments will be served. Please call to let us know that you're coming.
Christy's Ornament Club
Instructor: Christy
2.5 hour classes
Fourth Saturday, February - October, 10:00 - 12:30
Fee: $30.00 per class
Saturday, March 28 - Blackbird's Stocking Ornaments
These classes explore different ornament finishing techniques using the 2008 Just CrossStitch Christmas ornament magazine. Each
month will feature a different ornament with options to finish it as pictured or with a twist. Some finishing materials are included in the
class fee. Each student must supply their own copy of the magazine. You do not have to sign up for all nine classes.

Above is Blackbird's ornament from the 2008 JCS Ornament issue and, on the right, Christy's work in progress. Of course, you may also
use any of the new monthly stockings from Blackbird Designs as your stocking to finish.

Christy's Slipper Club
Instructor: Christy
3-hour classes
Fourth Saturday, March, July and October, 1:30 - 4:30 Fee: $35.00 per class
These classes will use variations on a theme to finish 3 needlework smalls slippers and accoutrements. For the first class in March
students select one slipper from four stitched on 32ct or 36ct designed by Thistle Threads (Christy's model shown below, but go to our
Web site www.atticneedlework.com/ to view your choices for this project.. You may choose from several.
The second class features a Gentle Pursuits ' design inspired by a museum piece (may be stitched over 1 or 2 on 40ct), and the last class
uses the wonderful Christmas Sewing Set from Giulia Punti Antichi . Some finishing materials are included in the class fee. You do not
need to sign up for all three classes.

The Attic's Stocking Society

Speaking of Blackbird 's stocking designs, if you haven't already signed up to receive these on a monthly basis, you may want to do that.

The charts include three designs for each month ($9) and can be stitched with scrap fabrics and whatever overdyes you prefer and have
in your stash. As I said, I've been totally captured by these charming little projects. I stitched the first one at the Junipine Retreat
several weekends ago and now I can't stop! Stitched on 40-count vintage linen from Lakeside , these are 25% smaller than those
pictured in the charts, which are all stitched on 30-count. Some have decided to stitch all of theirs on the same color of linen ~ I'm
selecting different linens in my stash. ~ it's a wonderful use for what some might think was an unusable piece. It really doesn't take
very much. And then I'm selecting Belle Soie silks that will work. Here's my progress thus far. (I definitely need to be in Christy's
class on the 28th.) From January's By the Chimney With Care, "Winter Carnation" ~ I fell asleep at this last night.

From February's Love Is In The Air, "February's Violet"

From March of the Daffodils , "Spring's Arrival" . . .

. . . and "Quaker Fragments," also not quite finished stitching.

Let us know if you wish to be a part of our Stocking Society and receive these charming designs monthly. April's publication will be here
in a couple weeks.

Loose Feathers for 2009

Next week we will be receiving our standing order for these perennial favorites from the Blackbird ladies, Barb and Alma, and will begin
processing your orders. You may join or rejoin our Loose Feathers Club (no membership fee; simply a commitment on your part to receive
these bi-monthly designs for the coming year) and you may also receive fabric and/or threads if you wish. Some of you have already let
us know your wishes for 2009; if you haven't, please do that as soon as possible so that you may receive your shipment promptly. For
2009 the theme will be needlework accessory items, and six patterns will be released throughout the year; the final release will be a
piece to store/display these fine accessories. Here's a photo of the first for this year, "Peacock Pinkeep" ~ and also the Peacock Needle
Holder. We saw these in Nashville, and they are, of course, absolutely adorable!

More of What's New, Some Still From Nashville

I sincerely apologize that it has been a month since the Nashville tradeshow and I still haven't gotten through all of the new and
exciting things that we saw. I'll try to somehow get caught up.
From The Good Huswife/ Anne Brown ~ I love these birds! ~ "The Birdkeeper" ($10) ~ "Home Sweet Home" ($8) ~ "Ida Mae Crow" ($8)
...

. . . "Make-Do Note Keeper" ($12) ~ and "Wintergreen Swan" ($10) includes the collage paper for the background, a swan poem, and
instructions for completing your shadowbox.

From Kathy Barrick/Carriage House Samplings :
"Spot the Horse" ($10 ) ~ Deb is stitching this charming Appaloosa for us as a model ~ and "Quaker Medallion Sampler" ($10) . . .

. . . "Wisdom and Truth" ($9) ~ and a reproduction, "Esther Yeakel" ($9) . . .

. . . a reproduction, "Salina Schultz" ($9) and "Mrs. Pearson" ($9).

From Diane Williams/Little House Needlework , "Liberty and Justice" ($6) ~ and "State Fair" ($8). . .

. . .and in her Little Women Virtue Series, February's release, "Gentle and Kind" and now in March, "Soft and Sweet." Each of these
threadpacks ($14) includes enough Belle Soie silk to stitch these on 14c/28c or smaller. In April will come "Loving and Faithful." If you
wish to receive these as they are released, please let us know.

From Prairie Schooler: "April" ($8) ~ "Welcome Spring" ($8) . . .

. . . "July" ($8) ~ and "Stars & Stripes" ($8).

From Paulette Stewart/Plum Street Samplings:

"Free Bird" ($9 ) and "Love Notes" ($9).

From The Sunflower Seed , "Tall Seasons" ($10 ~ "Song of Solomon" (($10) . . .

. . . "Yesterday - Today" ($7), with a message that speaks volumes when the loss of a friend underscores what's really important and
puts petty differences in their place ~ and "Make-Up" ($7), another message that has such applicability some days!

From Darlene Lara/The Marking Sampler , "A Quaker Pyn Mattress" ($16) ~ next week I will photograph the inside of this lovely
needlework accessory for you ~ we have it on display in the shop as part of our trunk show of a few of Darlene's beautiful
designs/reproductions.

And two more in her 12 Days of Christmas Ornament Series, each $6.

And from Belinda/Blue Ribbon Designs: "It's Cold Outside" ($14) with the charting and finishing instructions for both the sampler and
the smalls . . .

. . . "Read Between the Lines," ($14) a book mark sampler with ideas and finishing instructions for the book marks . . .

. . . and "Hugs and Kisses" ($14 with charting again for both the sampler and the four needlework smalls.

That's all for today. I have some wonderful photos from our Junipine Retreat of a few weeks ago, but I will save them for another
time.
The fragilities of life always bring back a perspective that sometimes gets lost, unfortunately, and remind us not to sweat the small
stuff, to put aside petty differences, hug our loved ones, and focus on what's important. Remember the Norden family in your prayers,
that soon their painful loss will be replaced with fond memories ~ and also our dear stitching friends, June and Ardeth, who both have
been hospitalized this week and we hope will soon be on the road to a very speedy recovery.
In these difficult times I hope that your needlework brings you comfort.

Jean Lea
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